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Abstract—Modern telecommunication networks are based on
diverse applications that highlighted the status of efficient use of
network resources and performance optimization. Various
methodologies are developed to address multi-objectives
optimization within the traffic engineering of MPLS/ GMPLS
networks. However, Pareto based approach can be used to
achieve the optimization of multiple conflicting objective
functions concurrently. We considered two objective functions
such as routing and load balancing costs functions. In the paper,
we introduce a heuristics algorithm for solving multi-objective
multiple constrained optimization (MCOP) in MPLS/ GMPLS
networks. The paper proposes the application of a Pareto based
particle swarm optimization (PPSO) for such network’s type and
through a comparative analysis tests its efficiency against another
modified version; Pareto based particle swarm optimization with
elitist learning strategy (PPSO_ELS). The simulation results
showed that the former proposed approach not only solved the
MCOP problem but also provide effective solution for
exploration problem attached with PPSO algorithm.
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heuristic algorithm which may result in an approximate
feasible solution [1], [2].
Traditionally, effective traffic engineering faces problems with
conventional IP based network technologies. However, recent
development of multiple protocol label switched (MPLS)
networks and the extended version generalized MPLS
networks, improved IP systems functional limitations
regarding traffic engineering [3], [4]. This paper will focus on
multipath routing traffic engineering in MPLS/GMPLS
networks. The goal is to meet the expectations of requirements
for emerging network applications by optimizing the network
quality of services and effective utilization of network
resources. We propose a heuristic algorithm which is based on
the linear combination of multiple objectives as well as the
pareto-based technique that consist of optimal sets of tradeoffs.
II.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

In recent times, rapid growth in telecommunication
applications increase the importance of quality of service,
reliability and effective usability of resources, that made
traffic engineering a critical technology for the operation of
large backbone networks. Traffic engineering (TE)
encompasses methodologies of controlling internet traffic,
which are used to achieve reliable and coherent flow of traffic,
effective utilization of network resources and a planning usage
of network capacity. Using traffic engineering (TE), traffic
movement within the network is accomplished by splitting it
into multiple routes which are computed by routing
algorithms. Traditional routing algorithms are based on
shortest path computation from source to destination. Multiple
path routing balances traffic over various routes by avoiding
number of congested links, by efficient use of network
resources utilization, minimizing packet losses and bound
delays. This introduces multiple objectives for computation of
multiple routes according to traffic engineering parameters.
Multi-constrained based routing has gotten a rapid interest
when considering the range of latest real-time multimedia
applications. From network optimization prospective, the
multiple constrained based network that has multiple
objectives to be achieved is known as multi-objective multiple
constrained (MCOP) optimization problem, which may
increase the computational complexities. The trade-offs
between multiple objectives can be addressed by an effective

RELATED WORK

Effective network utilization and performance optimization
are challenging tasks for service providers [5]. This section
provides a brief review of research related to multiple path
routing traffic engineering in MPLS/GMPLS networks. In
recent years, traffic engineering optimization has gained a
significant importance and various approaches have been
proposed to address this problem [5]. Routing protocols play a
critical role from the prospective of multiple path routing
traffic engineering optimization. MPLS/ GMPLS networks are
dependent on interior gateway routing protocols such as the
open shortest path first (OSPF) and intermediate system-tointermediate system protocols [6]. Furthermore, constrained
based routing is the computation of routes that have
administrated constraints and limited bandwidths. At the early
stages, the constrained shortest path first (CSPF) routing was
to remove the edges from the network that violates certain
constraints [7]. But this approach is not effective for the
network where subsequent traffic requests are receiving.
Therefore, computation of shortest path for one traffic request
may block the other traffic requests. To resolve this problem,
equal cost multipath (ECMP) routing is used, but then the
issue of conflicting objectives arises. Multiple conflicted
objectives along with multiple constraints is an optimization
problem, considered as NP hard [8], [9], [10]. The multiobjective multiple constrained optimization problem is usually
addressed by exact and approximate/ heuristic methodologies.
Various approaches of exact and heuristic algorithms have
been developed for the multi-objective multiple constrained
(MCOP) optimization problem. However, due to computation
complexity exact method takes long time to solve it.
Therefore, heuristic based approaches become an appealing
for solving this problem [10], [11].

III.

PROBLEM FORMULATION

This section describes the multi-objective multiple constrained
optimization (MCOP) problem in traffic engineering of
MPLS/ GMPLS networks. Multiprotocol labelled switched
(MPLS) network is dependent on the set of protocol suite used
for data carrying in high performance telecommunication
networks. In MPLS networks, virtual links are established
between source and destination nodes by shortest path known
as label switched path (LSP). The path is computed by a
routing algorithm (embedded in routing protocols), relaying
on labels rather than complex lookups of routing table in each
router. MPLS based networks can encapsulates various
switching technologies. Generalized MPLS is the extended
version of MPLS networks that supports multiple switching
technologies such as packet, time, wavelength and fiber. Edge
routers are connected to local area networks (LANs) and work
as gateway routers between LAN and MPLS/ GMPLS
backbone networks. The edge router connected at the sender
site is known as the ingress router while at the opposite side,
which receives packets, is called the egress router. Both
ingress and egress routers are label edge routers (LER). When
a traffic request is received at the ingress route(LER), LER
computes the shortest path using the routing protocol`s
algorithm and establishes LSP towards the egress router. LSP
is a virtual path or link developed for the moving user data or
traffic from the ingress to egress router within the MPLS/
GMPLS domain. Intermediate routers are known as label
switched routers (LSRs), and are only used for routing of
traffic based on the label forwarding. This approach avoids the
complex look-up into the routing table of IP addresses in each
router. In modern telecommunication networks, many network
service providers offer MPLS/ GMPLS based routers that can
be used for packets, fibre, time and wavelength switching
technologies
In this paper, an MPLS/ GMPLS core network is represented
as graphs, where links are edges and routers are vertices. A
number of traffic requests is received at ingress router/vertices
which will use the routing algorithm to compute LSP from a
source to destination. LSP is considered as an optimal path for
each objective function. The algorithm can be used to compute
LSP based on multiple objectives along with their constraints.
However, multiple paths will be computed based on multiple
objectives, therefore, the proposed technique follows Pareto
approach to have feasible number of optimal solutions
between the trade-off region of objectives function.
Furthermore, the methodology must have improved results
with multiple number of iteration in the given application
scenarios. The following notations for the graph are presented:
G = (Vset, Eset), where Vset is for vertices set [v= 1,2, 3,…, V]
and Eset is set of edges [e = 1, 2, 3,…, E].
IV.

PROPOSED METHODOLOGY

Many optimization techniques have been proposed for
networks performance optimization to ensure network
reliability and effective utilization of network resources. These
optimization techniques belong to various classes of
optimization such as swarm, artificial intelligence or
evolutionary based methodologies [11]. We proposed heuristic
algorithm known as Pareto Particle Swarm Optimization with

Elitist Learning Strategy (PPSO_ELS) for optimizing the
multipath selection in MPLS/ GMPLS networks. This section
describes the basic structure of PSO and then proposes the
PPSO_ELS version along with its pseudo code.
A. Particle Swarm Optimization technique (PSO)
Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) is swarm intelligence
based optimization technique that was proposed by Kennedy
and Eberhart in 1995. The algorithm was inspired by the social
behaviour of fish school and bird’s flocks. We proposed
algorithm based on PSO technique while enhancing its
performance with elitist learning strategy. The basic structure
of PSO is based on multi-dimensional problem hyperspace,
where each particle in the swarm represents a potential
solution dependent on two vectors such as ith particle current
position xi and its velocity vi. Which can be represented as
xi=xi1, xi2, xi3, …., xiD and vi=vi1, vi2, vi3, …., viD. where D for all
dimensions in the searching space. During searching process,
each particle stochastically adjusted by its local searching
component (Plocal.best) and social searching component
(Gsocial.best). The mathematical expression for each particle`s
velocity and its position is updated is given as follow [11].
vi (ite + 1) =vi (ite)+C1r1(Pbest (ite) ̶ xi (ite))+C2r2 (Gbest (ite) ̶ xi (ite))
xi (ite + 1) = xi (ite) + vi (ite)

(1)
(2)

Where ite = iteration/generation during algorithm, i = [1,2,…,
N] represents particle`s index and N is the total population
size. Plocal.best = [Pbest1, Pbest2,…, PbestD] is the particle`s best
position computed according to the fitness function evaluation
while Gsocial.best is the global best particle found in the group of
Plocal.best. C1 and C2 are coefficient constants that represents the
cognitive and social behavior of each particle, respectively. r1
and r2 are random numbers within the range of [0,1]. Winertia
factor is used for local and global searching but has got a
significant importance for balancing exploration and
exploitation searching of the algorithm [12].
B. Pareto Strengthen Particle Swarm Optimization with Elitist
Learning Strategy (PPSO_ELS)
First, it is important to consider a brief about the two
objectives functions. Then the preceding algorithms illustrated
the sequence of the proposed PPSO_ELS along with
explanation.
1) Routing Costs Objective Function
In MPLS / GMPLS core networks, service providers usually
assign specific link cost per unit of traffic flow. While total
cost incurred for tth traffic on computed path (LSP) is the
summation of connected links computed in the network [11].
Rte = ∑er it,e
(3)
Where, Rte is the routing cost over a path for a traffic request
or sum of er of all connected links in a path. er is the routing
cost for tth traffic over a link and it,e = 1 if the link belongs to
computed path for the traffic. In the paper, the objective
function is to minimize the sum of routing costs of the
network, as described by the following expression [11].

∑tϵTset ∑eϵ Eset Rte xtP

(4)

Where, tth traffic is member of all traffics set (Tset) and xtP
represents the traffic flow over computed path.
2) Load Balancing Costs Objective Function
In our topology, the second objective function is related to
even distribution of the traffic over various links, which is
load balancing. To achieve better load balancing, two
parameters are considered such as a link capacity ec and link
utilization eu, used for load balancing costs. Where eu defines
a total link load and ec is its capacity [11]

13.

Evaluate particle`s local best position (Pbest.load) in
the feasible region of load balancing objective
function.
14.
Choose the global best particle position (Gbest.routing)
according to minimum (funxir) among group of
Pbest.routing particles.
15.
Find the global best particle position for minimum
load balancing function (funxil) among particles best
positions Pbest.load
16.
Initialize the linear combination objective function
for init2.
17.
Find the global best position for init2 as Gbest.current
Processing stage as the main body of Proposed Algorithm:
18.

Lbal. = link utilization eu / link capacity ec

(5)

Lbal. explains that each link utilization is associated with its
capacity. In our experiments, the objective function is to
minimize the sum of the load balancing costs in the network.
Mathematically it can be described as follow.
∑ eϵ Eset Lbal.
(6)
Pareto based Particle Swarm Optimization with Elitist
Learning Strategy (PPSO_ELS) Algorithm
Initialization stage for basic structure of the algorithm:
Initialize random positions of particles in searching
space (xi) for init1 and init2.
2.
Initialize particles velocities (vi).
3.
Define weight (Winertia) for exploration process of
local and global particle minima in searching space.
Initial value of weight inertia is 0.9.
4.
Initialize two constant coefficients C1 (for cognitive
behaviour) and C2 (for social behaviour). C1 and C2
both have constant values of 2.
5.
Take initial values of r1 and r2. Both r1 and r2 have
random values within the limit of [0,1].
Pre-Processing stage for defining constraints and multiple
objectives:

19.

i)
ii)
iii)
iv)

1.

6.
7.
8.

9.
10.
11.
12.

Apply constraints related to routing cost objective
function.
Initialize load balancing costs objective functions
constraints.
Discard disconnected links from the matrix.
Remove links and routers/ nodes that do not come
within the feasible region of routing cost and load
balancing functions. Feasible region is the
constraints based searching space for possible
optimal solutions.
After constraints applied, initialize the network as
output matrix for both objective functions as a
searching space for algorithm.
Evaluate fitness function of routing costs (funxir), as
a part of init1.
Evaluate the load balancing costs function (funxil),
for init1.
Based on estimated routing function costs (funxir),
find each particle`s local best position (Pbest.routing) as
a solution in searching space of routing cost
objective function.

v)

vi)

vii)

Initialize While loop until a condition for
termination in number of iterations have met.
For every ith particle will be searching for optimal
solution within the feasible regions of routing cost,
load balancing cost for init1 and Linear combination
objective function for init2.
update Winertia from Wmax= 0.9 to Wmin= 0.4 in
each iteration
update each xith particle`s velocities for both
objective functions separately of init1 and linear
combination function of init2.
update each xith particle`s positions for init1 and
init2.
evaluate the fitness function as routing costs and
load balancing costs function for init1 and
linear combination function of init2 according
to updated particles positions and velocities.
update particles best positions in searching
space for each objective function as Pbest
according to following condition
(a) if funrouting.previous > funrouting.current , if
updated fitness function is less than
(better than) previous fitness function,
update Pbest.routing
(b) Similarly,
if
funload.previous
>
funload.current, update Pbest.load
Update Gbest,routing, Gbest,load of init1 and Gbest,current for
init2 .
(a) Gbest.routing.previous > Pithbest.routing update
Gbest.current.routing for init1
(b) Gbest.load.previous > Pithbest.load update
Gbest.current.load for init1
(c) Gbest.previous > Pithbest.current update
Gbest.current. for init2
Evaluate the exploration process of global minima
for each objective function (for init1 and init2)
(a) if global best position or global
minima of routing costs function is
repetitive as
Gbest.routing.previous = Gbest.routing.current
(b) Similarly,
if
Gbest.load.previous
=
Gbest.load.current
(c) And, if Gbest.previous = Gbest.current for init2
objective function
(d) if any one of these objective functions
have true condition met, apply Elitist
Learning Strategy (ELS) for that
specific objective function take
random one dimension (gdim) of
current best global position

II.
III.
IV.

20.
21.
22.
23.

(Gbest.routing.current , Gbest.load.current ,
Gbest.current)
Find the maximum limit of
that global best dimension as
(Xmaxdim)
Find the minimum limit of
that global best dimension as
(Xmaxdim)
Compute the new global best

minima GDim
within the
maxim
um and minimum dimension
of current global minima as
(GDim) = gdim + (Xmaxdim - Xmindim) × Gaussian (μmean, σ2) (7)
unless
GDim < && ≠ Gbest.current
(GDim is not minimum and not equal to Gbest.current)
end (ELS loop)
end (Gbest.current loop)
archiving Pareto points
end (processing stage loop)

V.

EXPERIMENTS AND EVALUATION

Experiment settings
The experimental scenarios and the proposed algorithm has
been implemented on MATLAB tool. The simulation
scenarios consider 20 nodes (GMPLS routers) per each
network. The proposed algorithm (PPSO_ELS) were ran for
10 iterations with Winertia starting by 0.9 and decreasing per
followed iterations till reach its minimum value 0.4. While, as
per the constant coefficient the value were fixed to 2, the
random numbers r1 and r2 were selected within the range [0,1].
Experiment results
Experiments were based on two scenarios; one case is
dependent on Pareto based Particle Swarm Optimization while
the latter is based on proposed methodology PPSO_ELS. The
purpose was to overcome a problem that were discovered
when applying the first algorithm as it will be described next
paragraphs.

where σ = σmax, (σmax - σmin)
σmax = 1.0 and σmin = 0.1
Gaussian distribution is used with mean value μmean = 0. σ is
time varying standard deviation value. σmax and σmin values are
computed on empirical study [13].
We used two versions of initializations for the algorithm. Both
versions are based on linear programming (LP) methodology.
In the first initialization method (init1), two objective functions
(routing costs and load balancing costs) are initialized
separately While the next approach is initialization method 2
(init2), where both objective functions are sum together as a
fitness function and being assessed during all stages of
algorithm. Mathematically linear combination (LP) function
can be described as follow.
Fitness function = α∑tϵTset ∑eϵ Eset Rte xtP + (1-α) ∑ eϵ Eset Lbal (8)

During process stage, whenever the repetitive solution or
global minima comes then ELS policy implements within
algorithm. In ELS process, one dimension is selected
randomly from its present global best solution, denoted as
gdim. From the same dimension, find the maximum and
minimum limits such as Xmaxdim, Xmindim . Compute the GDim
new global best position from the feasible region.
Number of constraints are considered for both objective
functions. For load balancing costs function, each link load
must be less than its capacity. Furthermore, the difference
between link load and its capacity must not be very high, to
ensure maximum use of link capacity. Similarly, load
balancing must not be greater than or even equal to link loads
in the network. With routing costs functions, the constraints
are to discard nodes/ routers from the network which do not
connected at least two more nodes within the network.
Further, the routing cost assigned for each link connected
between routers must be higher than the specific value which
can shows connectivity of router to the network.

Figure 1: Comparative results between PPSO and proposed PPSO_ELS
for Routing costs function with init1

Figure 2: Comparative results between PPSO and proposed PPSO_ELS for
Load Balancing costs function with init1

multi-objective functions (route cost, and load balance cost).
As a future work, further enhancement to be evaluated along
with other adaptive approaches of PSO algorithm.
VII.

Figure 3: Comparative results between PPSO and proposed PPSO_ELS for
Linear combination function with init2

The experiments considered firstly, a comparison between the
performance of PPSO against the PPSO_ELS when the
objective functions for the routing costs and for the load
balancing costs (init1 and init2) is to minimize both.
Fig. 1, 2 and 3 are the obtained comparative results between
both algorithms. The figures depict that there are redundant
results per some consecutive iterations for the PPSO. The
redundant solutions during iterations are highlighted within
the figures with thick lines. This stuck with the results
attached with the PPSO is related to the behaviour of the PSO
algorithm, where the objective algorithm trapped within local
minima within the search space (lack of the exploration). On
contrary, the PPSO_ELS had overcame the exploration
problem and for each iteration provide distinct value for both
routing cost and load balance cost objects. As for more
clarifications consider figure 1, the routing costs functions
gives the same Gbest values during 6th, 7 th and 8 th iteration.
For more analysis, we had combined both figures using a
linear combination functions (Fig. 3). It was discovered that
during 6th and 7 th iterations, the problem of exploration of the
PPSO is clearly exist.
One of the findings of that showing the advancement of the
PPSO_ELS is the achievement of more minimization over the
PPSO with the iteration’s scaling up. The reasons may be the
searching for a new global best position from the maximum
and minimum current feasible region.
VI.

CONCLUSION

The paper describes the traffic engineering in MPLS/ GMPLS
networks and the proposed multi-objective multiple
constrained optimization (MCOP). Then the paper proposes
the application of Pareto based particle swarm optimization
versions to find the optimal paths between the networks
routers. The Pareto based Particle Swarm Optimization with
ELS strategy (PPSO_ELS) had proven its superiority over the
original Pareto based Particle Swarm Optimization version in
terms of both expanding the exploration with the search space
and finding a much minimized Gbest solutions out of both
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